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Funk Drumming in the 70s: A Rhythmic Revolution

The 1970s witnessed a golden age of funk music, a genre that ignited
dance floors and left an enduring mark on popular culture. At the heart of
this rhythmic revolution were the drummers, whose innovative and
infectious grooves propelled the music forward.
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Funk drummers of the era possessed an uncanny ability to create intricate
and infectious drum parts that combined elements of jazz, soul, and rock.
They employed a wide range of techniques, from syncopated patterns to
polyrhythms and complex fills, to create a captivating and highly danceable
sound.

Iconic Drummers and Their Legendary Grooves
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Some of the most influential funk drummers of the 70s include:

Clyde Stubblefield: Known for his legendary work with James Brown,
Stubblefield's syncopated "funky drummer" groove became an instant
classic.

Jerome "Bigfoot" Brailey: A member of Parliament-Funkadelic,
Brailey's powerful and propulsive drumming style was a driving force
behind the band's infectious sound.

Bootsy Collins: Multi-talented bassist and occasional drummer,
Collins' funk-infused drumming brought a unique and energetic
dimension to Parliament-Funkadelic.

Earl Palmer: A session musician who played on countless hit records,
Palmer's versatility and funky grooves made him a highly sought-after
drummer.

Harvey Mason: Drummer for the Headhunters, Mason's jazz-
influenced funk drumming pushed the boundaries of the genre.

Mastering the Funk with Drum Transcriptions

Drum transcriptions provide an invaluable tool for musicians to learn and
master the intricate grooves of their idols. By studying the written notation
of these iconic drum parts, drummers can gain insights into the techniques
and rhythmic patterns that make them so memorable.

For aspiring funk drummers, transcribing 70s funk drum grooves is a highly
effective way to improve their playing. It allows them to analyze the
structure, timing, and dynamics of these grooves, and to incorporate them
into their own playing.



Below is a collection of 70s funk drum transcriptions, each meticulously
transcribed note-for-note from the original recordings:

1. James Brown - "The Funky Drummer": Clyde Stubblefield's iconic
groove, featuring a syncopated bass drum pattern and crisp snare hits.

2. Parliament-Funkadelic - "Flash Light": Jerome "Bigfoot" Brailey's
powerful and propulsive groove, with a driving bass drum and funky hi-
hat patterns.

3. Bootsy Collins - "Give Up the Funk (Tear the Roof off the
Sucker)": Bootsy Collins' energetic and infectious groove, with a funky
bass drum pattern and syncopated hi-hats.

4. The Headhunters - "God Make Me Funky": Harvey Mason's jazz-
influenced groove, featuring complex polyrhythms and a syncopated
bass drum pattern.

5. Sly and the Family Stone - "I Want to Take You Higher": Greg
Errico's groovy and infectious groove, with a steady bass drum pattern
and a syncopated snare drum.

Learning from the Masters: Enhancing Your Funk Drumming

Transcribing and studying 70s funk drum grooves offers numerous benefits
for drummers of all levels:

Develop a deeper understanding of funk drumming: By studying
the nuances of iconic drum parts, drummers can gain a deeper
understanding of the techniques, rhythms, and styles that define funk
drumming.

Improve timing and accuracy: Transcribing complex grooves
requires careful attention to detail and precise timing. This process



helps drummers develop their timing and accuracy.

Expand rhythmic vocabulary: Funk grooves often incorporate a wide
range of rhythmic patterns, from syncopations to polyrhythms.
Transcribing these patterns helps drummers expand their rhythmic
vocabulary and become more versatile players.

Develop a better understanding of the music: Transcribing drum
parts helps drummers develop a deeper understanding of the music
itself. It allows them to see how the drums interact with the other
instruments and contribute to the overall sound.

Gain inspiration for your own playing: Studying the grooves of
legendary drummers can inspire drummers to incorporate new ideas
and techniques into their own playing.

: Embracing the Funk Legacy

70s funk drum transcriptions are a valuable resource for musicians who
wish to master the art of funk drumming. By studying these iconic grooves,
drummers can gain insights into the techniques and rhythms that made
funk drumming so influential.

Whether you're an aspiring funk drummer or a seasoned professional,
transcribing these grooves is a rewarding and educational experience that
will help you improve your playing and deepen your appreciation for the
enduring legacy of funk music.
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